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1. What was the motive behind the town’s behaviour at Deepavali?  
a. To receive the garland from heaven.  

b. To sacrifice their best treasures to make others happy.  

c. To show that how generous one is.  

d. To prove others that they are examples of aristocracy.  

2. How was Sakhu different from the zamindar’s daughters?  
a. She sacrificed her share of dinner for the orphan boy.  

b. She had unique and novel ideas.  

c. She was genuinely honest, generous and helpful.  

d. All the above.  

3. Why did Sakhu say ‘What can I gift’?  
a. Because she wanted to keep the gift with herself.  

b. Because she wanted the best present for herself.  

c. For she was too poor to buy any favours for others.  

d. Since she did not want to share her collections with anyone.  

4. Why were the villagers shocked when Sakhu received the garland?  

a. Because she was poor and had not gifted any expensive gifts to anyone.  

b. Because she was stupid and a domestic help.  

c. Because she had unique and rare ideas.  

d. Because she wanted to prove everyone that she deserved the garland.  

5. What is incorrect in context to the chapter ‘The Garland from Heaven’?  
a. Rich people of the town gifted and built grand things to show their generosity.  

b. We should not be considerate and compassionate towards others.  

c. The greatest gift in the world is selfless love and concern.  

d. One must not let anybody go from your doors empty handed.  

6. How did the month of August spell doom in Kerala?  

a. By continuous and heavy rainfall.  

b. By causing severe landslides.  

c. By isolating some towns and making them inaccessible.  

d. All the above  

7. What kept Kerala alive despite the deluge?  

a. The undying spirit of the people.  

b. The lasting unity, brotherhood and compassion.  



c. Only a  

d. Both a & b  

8. How did the people of Kerala help each other in the time of crisis?  

a. By braving the bad weather and supplying food to marooned people in every 

possible way.  

b. By listening to the weather forecast and relaxing.  

c. By visiting the inaccessible areas to shoot them.  

d. By sitting in their home quietly.  

 



9. Out of the given alternatives, which one doesn’t match in context to the chapter ‘Courage 

in the face of Catastrophe’?  
a. Togetherness lightens the burden.  

b. Succumb yourself before obstacles.  

c. Optimism makes the future brighter.  

d. Courage makes the difficult path easier.  

10. What does word ‘Leisure’ mean in the poem?  
a. Wasting time and not pursuing your dreams.  

b. Spend time with nature and admire its beauty.  

c. Be oblivious to nature.  

d. Sitting ideally without any occupation.  

11. Why had the poet repeated the words ‘No time’ in the poem frequently?  
a. To emphasise that we are too occupied in our daily chores and are unmindful towards 

nature.  

b.   To state that we are overprotecting our nature.  

c. To divert us from protecting nature.  

d. To point that we should leave everything and be in the company of nature.  

12. How can we live a better life according to the poet William Henry Davies?  

a. By only observing the minute details of the nature.  

b. By using our time creatively.  

c. Admiring the beautiful things around us.  

d. Admiring magnificent aspects of nature and utilising our free time carefully.   

13. Identify the figure of speech.  

No time to wait till her mouth can Enrich that smile her 

eyes began. 

a. Antithesis  

b. Personification  

c. Simile  

d. Climax  

14. How, according to the poet, is our life poor?  

a. People don’t have time for themselves and for nature.  

b. People can’t afford luxurious of life.  
c. People refrain themselves from meeting with others.  

d. People don’t talk to their neighbours.  
15. Why had the narrator Maugham not forgotten his first encounter with the lady?  

a. Because he liked the lady a lot.  

b. The luncheon costed him dearly when he was earning barely enough to support his 

living. 

c. He enjoyed the delicious food at the Foyot’s.  
d. He wanted favours from the lady.  

16. Why did the lady wish to meet the author?  

a. She wanted to know him better.  

b. She wanted to go on a long drive with him.  

c. She admired his stories.  



d. She wanted to discuss business with him.  

17. What does it reveal about the lady when she ordered expensive food?   a. She was a rich 

woman.  

b. She wanted to deceive the man about herself being a world-class woman.  

c. She had enough money to afford them and didn’t want the man to settle the expenses.  
d. She was used to living within extortionate expenses.  

18. Why did the writer opt for ordering coffee for himself?  

a. He didn’t have enough money to cover the expenses because the woman ordered 
expensive food.  

b. He was not hungry like the woman.  

c. He was in a hurry and coffee would be served fast.  

d. He wanted to show that he was a well-disciplined man.  



 

19. Out of the given quality traits, which one match to the lady?  

a. She was tall and alluring.  

b. She was talkative, unattractive and old.  

c. She was untidy, unattractive and garrulous.  

d. She was understanding and compassionate.  

20. Why did the author feel necessary to call himself not a vindictive man? a. He 

was revengeful.  

b. He was sad when the woman gained a lot of weight.  

c. He felt discontented and realised he had his revenge at last.  

d. He didn’t want to take revenge but wanted the woman to be punished in some way.  
  



21. The title ‘Little Eyes Upon You’ is appropriate because  
a. Young children are carefully observing and watching all the actions of role models.  

b. The children have little eyes.  

c. The children are young so they are vigilant.  

d. Their eyes are spying everything.  

22. What message does the poem convey?  

a. To be careful of your actions and words.   

b. To be self-centred.  

c. To be artificial and pretentious.  

d. To be mean and diplomatic.  

23. What does Michael Jordan quote on sports?  

a. Enjoy the game and chase your dreams. Dreams do come true.  

b. I have failed at times, but I never stopped trying.  

c. Just play. Have fun. Enjoy the game.  

d. The more difficult the victory, the greater the happiness in winning.  

24. What one must not do before going to bed every night according to Dr Sumanth Raman?  

a. Think about all the good things that happened that day.  

b. Be grateful that you are blessed.  

c. Focus on positive things around you.  

d. Forget all the unpleasant experiences.  

25. How does fatigue help our body?  

a. Our heart and lungs improve their efficiency.  

b. Our brain releases certain chemicals that enhance our mood.  

c. Our joints remain supple.  

d. We sleep well and revitalise our body.  

26. Why fast food must be avoided?  

a. It contains a lot of fats and preservatives.  

b. It is a source of excess sugar that damages our health in the long run.  

c. Only a 

d. Both a & b  

27. Why did Angelou repeat the lines ‘his wings are clipped his feet are tied, so he opens his 
throat to sing.’?   
a. in case the reader did not understand it  

b. to fit the pattern of rhyme within the poem  

c. to emphasize the bird’s helplessness  
d. to show change over time  

28. Why does the caged bird sing?   

a. It wants to challenge the free bird.  

b. It has to make others feel good.  

c. It wants to entertain people.  

d. It has only one way to express itself.  

29. The line ‘Fat worms waiting on a dawn bright lawn’ indicates:  
a. The free bird’s linking for worms.  

 



b. The caged bird’s opportunities.  
c. The opportunities White Americans enjoy.  

d. The caged bird’s plight.  
30. The caged bird’s song is a ‘fearful trill’ due to:  

a. Inequality  

b. Lack of freedom  

c. Uncertainty of life  

d. Lack of opportunity  

31. Identify the figure of speech of the given line.  

 ‘dips his wings in the orange sun rays’  
        a. Simile  

b. Antithesis  

c. Alliteration  

d. Personification   

32. When was Dr. Kalam born?  

a. 15 October 1985  

b. 15 October 1931  

c. 21 February 1900  

d. 17 October 1931   

33. What is the highest civilian honour received by Abdul Kalam?  

a. Padma shree  

b. Param Vir Chakra  

c. Bharat Ratna  

d. Sena Medal  

34. Why is Dr Kalam known as unusual scientist?  

a. He was involved in the development of innumerable missiles.   

b. He made missiles but believed in peace, education and empowerment.  

c. He sold newspapers to supplement the family’s income.  
d. He was awarded with many honours and accolades.  

35. Why is Dr Kalam called as the missile man of India?  

a. His association with India’s civilian programme and military development efforts.  
b. His work on the development of ballistic missile and launch vehicle technology.  

c. Only a   

d. Both a & b  

36. Which of the following book is not written by Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam?  

a. Wings of fire  

b. A House for Mr. Biswas  

c. Ignited Minds  

d. Mission of India  

37. What does the poem ‘Little Eyes Upon You’ emphasise on?  
a. Being an inspiration to only a boy.  

b. Being an ideal role models to the younger generation.  

c. Being a visionary to spark the spirit of young children.  

d. Being a fashion icon.  



38. What vital lesson do we learn from sports?  

a. Repeated failures should never deter us.  

b. Failures result in losing of hopes.  

c. Setbacks cause serious damage to our health.  

d. Defeat should be wrathful.  

39. ‘Pookalam’ is   
a. a flower  



b. an animal  

c. an insect  

d. a flower rangoli  

40. Which village had the orphan boy come from?  

a. Aamod  

b. Anandpur  

c. Vetravati  

d. None of these  
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Question: Choose the most appropriate option for the given statement as directed.  

  

1. Fill in the blanks with correct present tense form of the verbs given in brackets.  They ……. 
(live) in Shri Nagar for five years. 

 a. are living  

b. were living  

c. has been living  

d. have been living  

  

2. Fill in the blank with correct tense.  

If you ……. (study) hard, you will secure a first division. 
             a. studied  

b. study  

c. have studies  

d. are study  

  

3. Fill in the blank with correct tense.  

I ……. (write) a letter when she knocked at the door.  
              a. wrote  

b. had writing  

c. have written  

d. was writing  

  

4. Fill in the blank with the correct tense.  

He …. (arrive) before I came.  
  a. was arriving  

b. is arriving  

c. had arrived  

d. has been arriving  

  

5. Fill in the blank with the correct tense.  

I don’t think we ….. (meet) again.  



a. are meeting  

b. will be meeting  

c. will meet  

d. can meet  

6. Change the voice of the given sentence.  

He has helped these children.  

  

a. These children have been helped by him.  

b. These children has been helped by him.  

c. These children had been helped by him.  

d. None of these   

  

7. Change the voice of the given sentence.  



They were helping you.  

  

a. You were being helped by them.  

b. You are helping by them.  

c. You were helped by them.  

d. You are being helped by them.  

  

8. Change the voice of the given sentence.  

Open the window.  

a. Let the window be opened.  

b. Le the window should be opened.  

c. Let the window open.  

d. The window is opened.  

  

9. Change the voice of the given sentence.  

Call in the next candidate.  

a. Let the next candidate be call.  

b. Call the next candidate.  

c. Let the next candidate called.  

d. Let the next candidate be called in.  

  

10. Choose the correct passive form of the given sentence.  

He increased his pace as the sunset approached.  

a. His pace is increased by him as the sunset approached.  

b. His pace was increased by him as the sunset approached.  

c. His pace has increased by him as the sunset approached.  

d. His pace has been increased by him as the sunset approached.  



11. Fill in the blanks the next five questions with suitable conjunctions.  

       He wanted to improve his piano playing _______ he wanted to win the competition. 

a. so  

b. but  

c. because  

d. therefore  

12. Tom got good marks _______ he studied hard.  

a. because  

b. but  

c. so  

d. then  

13. We are going to walk in the mountains _______play football.  

      a. because  

b. so  

c. but  

d. or  

14. He can't walk _______ he fell off the chair _______ hurt his foot, _______ he has a lot of 

time to read.  

a. and / because / so  

b. for / and / so  

c. so / and / because  

d. so / because / and  

15. What is the best way to combine these two sentences?   

I overslept this morning. I was late for school.  

a. I overslept this morning if I was late for school.  

b. I overslept this morning because I was late for school.  

c. I overslept this morning so I was late for school.  

d. I overslept this morning though I was late for school.  



        16. Fill in the blanks with suitable non-finites choosing the best option from the alternatives 

given below.   

A. (1) ………………… (become) a writer you must learn (2) ………………… (develop) your own point of 
view. You may be (3) ……………….. (write) about the same thing as your classmate but your 

presentation has to be different. There are many (4) ………………… (interest) subjects you can 
write about.  

  

1. (a) Having become  

(b) To become  

(c) Becoming  

(d) Being become  

2. (a) developing  

(b) to develop  

(c) developed  

(d) being developed  

3. (a) writing  

(b) to write  

(c) written  

(d) having written  

4. (a) interested  

(b) having interested  

(c) interest  

(d) interesting  

  

17. He enjoyed playing cricket with his friends. Identify the finite verb.      

       a. enjoyed  

b. playing  

c. cricket  

d. friends  

  

18. Deri seems ............... some weight. (Fill in the blank with correct option)                     

a. having lost  

b. having been lost  

c. to have lost  

d. to have been lost  

19. Identify whether the underlined word is a gerund or a present participle: 

His parents forbid dancing at their parties.                     

                           a. None  

b. Present participle  

c. Past participle  

d. Gerund  

20. Identify the type of non-finite of the underlined word.  

We ate our roasted cashew nuts.  

a. Gerund  

b. Participle   

c. Infinitive  



d. None of these  



21. Identify the type of sentence given here.  

The cat crept through the dark house.  

a. Simple  

b. Compound  

c. Complex  

d. None of these  

22. Identify the type of sentence given here.  

The dedicated, feline detective stays awake at night even though the foresighted mouse will not 

be  venturing out this week.                      

                  a. Complex  

b. Compound  

c. Simple  

d. All of these  

  

23. Identify the type of sentence given here.  

In the event of not consulting a doctor, you cannot recover. 

a. Simple  

b. Compound  

c. Complex  

d. All of these   

24. Which is the dependent clause in this sentence?  

  

When the sky is cloudy, I like to sit outside and sometimes I read a book. 

a. When the sky is cloudy  

b. I like to sit outside  

c. And  

d. Sometimes I read a book  

           25. Select the incorrect synthesis of sentences.   

The students were intelligent. They could answer the questions correctly.  

  

I. Simple: Being intelligent, the students could answer the questions correctly.  

II. Complex: Even though the students were intelligent, they could answer the questions 

correctly.  

III. Compound: The students were intelligent so they could answer the questions correctly.  

  

a. Option I  

b. Option II  

c. Option III  

d. Option I & II  

  



26. Convert the following simple sentence to a compound sentence :  

Besides being rude, he was also arrogant.  

a. He was rude and arrogant.  

b. He was not only rude but also was arrogant.  

c. He was not only arrogant but also rude.  

d. He was being rude and arrogant.  

27. Convert the following simple sentence into a complex sentence: On reaching the 

gate you will have to turn left.  

a. If you reach the gate, you will have to turn left.  

b. When you reach the gate, take a left turn.  

c. Turn left when you reach the gate.  

d. Reaching the gate, take a left turn.  

28. Convert the following complex sentence into a simple sentence:  

                       It is sad that she died so young.  

a. Her death at an early age is sad.  

b. Her dying so young is sad.  

c. It is sad to know that she died at an early age.  

d. She dying at an early age is sad.  

29. Convert the following complex sentence to a compound sentence:  

  She is sure that he is wrong.  

a. He is wrong, and of this she is sure.  

b. Of this she is sure that he is wrong.  

c. He is wrong, she is sure.  

d. She is sure, he is wrong.  

30. Combine the following pairs of sentences into a compound sentence.  

It was a cold night. We ventured out.  

a. It was a cold night though we ventured out.  

b. As it was a cold night, we ventured out.  

c. It was a cold night but we ventured out.  

d. Being a cold night, we ventured out.  



31. Complete the following sentences using the Infinitive form of the verb.                                           

You are requested _________ me. (help)  

  

a. Help  

b. to help  

c. is help  

d. an help   

32. Fill in the blanks with suitable non - finites (Infinitive, Gerund or Participle):  

                                                     _________thieves in her house, she started________(see, shout)  

  

a. On seeing, shouting  

b. On see, shouting  

c. On seeing ,shout  

d. See, shouting  

33. Join the sentence using the participle.  

Arnav took a bath. He sat down to study.  

a. Tooking a bath, Arnav sat down to study.  

b. Having taken a bath, Arnav sat down to study.  

c. Having tooking a bath, Arnav sat down to study.  

d. Being taken a bath, Arnav sat down to study.  

34. Identify the underlined word.  

Jumping over the fence, the thief 

escaped. 

                       a. Gerund  

b. Present Participle  

c. Past Participle  

d. Infinitive  

35. Identify the underlined word.  

                                                 Catching this criminal was more luck than 

skill. 

      a. Gerund  

b. Present Participle  

c. Past Participle  

d. Infinitive  

36. Out of the given sentences, pick out the sentences that are in passive 

voice.        I. They have not been submitting their class work regularly.  



II. He teaches us grammar.  

III. A massive search operation has been launched to nab the suspects.  

IV. The vintage cars hold a special place in the hearts of their owners.  

a. Option I & IV  

b. Option I & II  

c. Option II & III   

d. Option I & III  

37. Out of the given sentences, pick out the sentences that are in active voice.                  

              I. He presented me a bouquet on my birthday.  

II. They drew a circle in the morning.  

III. The boy laughed at the beggar.  

IV. The main skills we seek to develop include analysing, interpreting and evaluating ideas. 

a. Option I, II & III  

b. Option II,III & IV  

c. Option IV  

d. All the sentences.   

38. Plastic causes a great deal of harm to the environment. (change the voice)  

a. The environment is being caused a great deal of harm by plastic.  

b. Plastic has caused a great deal of harm to the environment  

c. A great deal of harm has been caused by plastic to the environment.  

d. A great deal of harm is caused to the environment by plastic.  

39. Change the voice.  

Improve your handwriting.  

a. Handwriting should be good.  

b. Your handwriting should be improved.  

c. Handwriting should have been improved.  

d. You should improve your handwriting.  

40. The given sentence is in active/ passive voice. Change the voice of the sentence. Select the 

correct option from the sentence below.  

Let him take the oath.  

  

a. Tell him to take the oath.  

b. Let the oath be taken by him.  

c. The oath needs to be taken by him.  

d. He has to take the oath.  
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Read the passage given below and answer the questions that follow. (250 WORDS)                                   

   



Take a look at Shakespeare’s enormous vocabulary. He employed 9,36,433 words in his writings, out 

of which 27,780 are different words. The average person uses less than 1,000 words in writing, a 

little more than that in speech and has a recognition vocabulary of about 5,000 words. Some of the 

greatest writers may have twice this capability.  

Today, English has a total vocabulary of two million words followed by German as a pathetic second 

with 1,86,000 words, Russian with 1,36,000 words, and French with 1,26,000 words. Thus 

Shakespeare in the 16th century used five times the number of words in modem German! 

Shakespeare is the most quoted writer in history. His plays have been translated into 50 languages. 

In the Oxford Dictionary of Quotations containing about 20,000 quotations, Shakespeare alone 

monopolises a staggering 60 pages (10 per cent). He coined 1700 new words. Many of the phrases 

and terms created by him are in daily use. Some of them have been used as titles for books and 

movies.  

 The vastness of vocabulary and the ability to see the relationship between words is one of the major 

factors in measuring genius. Shakespeare excelled any other human being in this aspect. His 

encyclopaedic knowledge of science, history, mathematics, classical literature, sociology, 

psychology, law, Latin, French, politics, music and art acquired by studying books relating to almost 

every mental discipline and observing the habits and style of life of various sections of people all 

around him enabled him to draw ideas generously from all those sources for being used in his plays.  

  

  

1. How many words did Shakespeare employ in his writings?  

(a) 9,36,400                (b) 9,36,432          (c) 9,36,433                  (d) 9,36,333  

  

2. How many words does an average person use in writing?  

(a) Less than 9,36,400                (b) Less than 1,26,000 words          (c) Less than 2000 words                

(d) Less than 1000 words  

   

3. The most appropriate meaning of the word ‘huge’ in the passage is:  

 (a) average                (b) enormous              (c) vastness                 (d) generous  

  

4. The word is given in the passage for ‘having control of the largest part preventing others to 
share it’ is:  (a) monopolises         (b) enormous              (c) huge                       (d) vastness  

  

5. The antonym of ‘smallness’ in the passage is:  

(a) vastness                 (b) little                       (c) enormity                (d) huge  

  

6. The most appropriate meaning of ‘liberally’ in the passage is:  

 (a) generously            (b) enormously            (c) vastly                      (d) staggering  

  

  

Read the passage given below and answer the questions that follow. (300 WORDS)   

During the Gulf War, a few years back, tens of thousands of seabirds were killed due to oil spills. Do 

you know what makes crude oil on ocean water so deadly?  

  



Crude oil is not used in the same state it is produced at the off-shore wells. It is converted in 

refineries into a wide range of products such as gasoline, kerosene, diesel, fuel oils, and 

petrochemical feed-stocks. Before it is refined, the oil also contains potentially fatal components.  

Crude oil is made up of compounds of carbon and hydrogen called hydrocarbons. These 

hydrocarbons may be paraffin, the oil that is used as fuel in heaters and lamps or cycloparaffins 

(naphthenes) or aromatic compounds in varying proportions. While crude oil found in the US is 

mostly paraffinic, that found along the Gulf Coast are naphthenic which contain sulphur compounds 

in varying amounts, a small amount of nitrogen and very little oxygen. Every variety of crude oil has 

nickel and vanadium in high concentration. Iron may be found in organic form due to the corrosion 

of pipes. Paraffin like methane and ethane are asphyxiants, substances that cause suffocation. The 

effects of cycloparaffins are more or less similar to those of the paraffin but unsaturated paraffin 

are more noxious than the saturated ones. The sulphur present in crude oil may be toxic. The 

mechanism of toxic action seems to involve its breakdown to hydrogen sulphide. They will act 

principally on the nervous system with death resulting mainly from respiratory paralysis. Sulphur in 

the form of aromatic thiophenes, benzothiophenes can damage the livers and kidneys of sea 

animals. Sulphur compounds Like mercaptans can be very dangerous too.  

  

  

  

On the basis of your reading of the above passage, choose the correct options from the ones given. 

Write the correct option In your answer sheet:  

  

(a) Thousands of sea birds were killed due to oil spills because ____________  

(1) it suffocated them                                 (ii) it was poisonous  

(iii) birds couldn’t enter the sea             (iv) there was no fish to feed on  

(b) The primary components of crude oil are ____________  

(i) methane and ethane                            (ii) carbon and hydrogen  

(iii) sulphur compounds                            (iv) naphthenes  

(c) Paraffin is used _____________  

(i) to make hydrocarbons                         (ii) as fuel  

(iii) in refineries                                          (iv) in petrochemicals  

(d) Sulphur in crude oil _____________  

(i) damages nervous system                    (ii) damages the livers and kidneys  

(iii) causes suffocation                              (iv) causes stomach ache  

(e) Every variety of crude oil contains _____________ in excess.  

(i) sulphur         (ii) oxygen            (iii) nitrogen           (iv) nickel  

(f) Asphyxiants cause death by  

(i) drowning     (ii) suffocation    (iii) wounds             (iv) cancer  

  



Rearrangement the following words to form meaningful sentences.  

  

(i) Chinese / served / Italian / are / here/meals 

/and 

Ans- Chinese and Italian meals are served 

here. 

 

(ii) are / cinnamon / benefits / what / the / of?  

Ans- What are benefits of Cinnamon? 

 

(iii) freedom/fought /he/the/ India / of/ for 

Ans- He fought for the freedom of India. 

  

(iv) hit / he / the ball / so hard / lost /it/was / that  

Ans- He hit the ball so hard that it was lost. 

 

(v) repair / all types / works / undertaken / of/ are  

Ans- All types of repair works are undertaken. 

 

(vi) are / the / description / of/ beyond / beauties / nature 

Ans- The beauties of nature are beyond description. 

  

(vii) tomato / and / cut / cucumber / slices / some  

Ans- Cut and cucumber and tomato slices. 

 

(viii) was / clever / Birbal / extremely / witty / and  

Ans- Birbal was extremely witty and clever. 

 

(ix) my / bag / lost / in /I/train/the  

Ans- I lost my bag in the train. 

  

Edit the following sentences. Each is having a grammatical error:  

1. The boy has been waiting for his friend from morning.   since  

2. The man worked really hard if his luck didn’t favour.     but  

3. I was watching a horror movie into my TV.                       on 

4. The bus arrived in the stoppage quite late.                     at 

5. Rohit was born on December.                                              in 

6. The final destination have arrived.                                      has 

7. Each of the boys were given a chocolate.                            was  

8. The flock of sheep were grazing on the field.                  was  

9. My grandfather uses a stick to walk but he may fall.     as  

10. The house besides my lane was broken down.              beside  
 

  



  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  


